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The authoritative tutorial for wireless J2ME application developers.

	The essential tutorial for every J2ME platform developer: no wireless experience necessary 
	Complete coverage of architecture, design, coding, debugging, and deployment
	Advanced topics include-persistent storage, networking, distributed processing, and internationalization 
	The J2ME platform: key terminology, concepts, and application development processes


The Java 2 Micro Edition (J2ME) platform gives developers breakthrough tools for building advanced wireless applications. Now, one of the leading wireless application consultants at Sun has written a step-by-step guide to successful wireless development using the J2ME SDK. Vartan Piroumian illuminates every key feature of the J2ME platform and every step of the development process: planning, architecture, design, coding, compilation, execution, debugging, and deployment. Wireless J2ME Platform Programming covers all this, and more: 

	Using the Mobile Information Device Profile's (MIDP) high-level and low-level APIs
	Building effective wireless user interfaces with the J2ME platform 
	Leveraging the J2ME platform's facilities for persistent storage
	Managing, provisioning, and internationalizing wireless applications
	Integrating complete wireless solutions: Internet portal interfaces, wireless application interfaces, and the wireless Internet environment


Wireless J2ME Platform Programming: The must-have guide for writing robust, highly usable, cross-platform wireless applications. 

Back cover box:
Featured topics include:

	Configurations and profiles
	User interface components
	MIDP high-level & low-level APIs
	MIDP Record Management System (RMS)
	Event Handling 
	MIDP Generic Connection Framework
	Application Provisioning systems
	Application Architecture and the Wireless Internet Environment


About the Author

VARTAN PIROUMIAN is currently a Java Architect with the Sun Professional Services Java Center, where he works with some of the world's largest wireless carriers to architect wireless Internet portals and provisioning systems for delivering Java applications to mobile devices. He also teaches professional courses in programming with Java technology, Swing, and object-oriented techniques for the University of California, Santa Cruz, Professional Extension Program. Piroumian is also author of Java GUI Development (Sams).
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Introduction to Logistics EngineeringCRC Press, 2008
Core Principles for Engineering Success with Logistics
In spite of the growing recognition of logistics as a necessary condition for business success, there is a lack of introductory literature covering the field’s technical aspects. Inspired by the bestselling Logistics Engineering Handbook, this fundamental...
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PHP and MySQL 24-Hour TrainerWrox Press, 2011

	PHP IS A POPULAR PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE that powers many websites. It originally started out as a way to make dynamic websites by generating HTML. Today it stands on its own as a generalpurpose programming language and is available on most web hosting sites. Because of its roots, it is very easy to insert bits and pieces of PHP inside of...
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Undercover User Experience Design (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2010

	Once you catch the user experience bug, the world changes. Doors open the wrong way, websites don't work, and companies don't seem to care. And while anyone can learn the UX remedies usability testing, personas, prototyping and so on unless your organization 'gets it', putting them into practice is trickier. Undercover User...
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CISSP Exam Cram 2Que, 2005
Learn what you need to know to master the CISSP security  technology and the certification exam with the CISSP Exam Cram  2. A perfect compliment to larger study guides, the CISSP  Exam Cram 2 is a great way to find out exactly what will be  expected of you during...
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Nonlinear Filtering: Methods and ApplicationsSpringer, 2018

	
		This book gives readers in-depth know-how on methods of state estimation for nonlinear control systems. It starts with an introduction to dynamic control systems and system states and a brief description of the Kalman filter. In the following chapters, various state estimation techniques for nonlinear systems are discussed, including...
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Designing Digital Games: Create Games with Scratch! (Dummies Junior)For Dummies, 2016

	The easy way for kids to get started with video game design
	
		Is your youngster a designer at heart? Read on! Designing Digital Games helps children apply their design skills to video game design using Scratch—and this book! Introducing simple programming concepts over the course of three easy-to-follow projects,...
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